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Lynn Davis - Iceberg XXIX, Disko Bay, Greenland, 2016
silver salt print
101,6x101,6 cm

This year Studio la Città, after participating occasionally in the art
fairs, is once again renewing its presence “at home” with La Città
Projects, precisely because of the idea of a circular project that
ties together the articulated program of this year.
The booth will be divided in two sections entitled Facing
Nature and Floating Worlds.
The force of Nature and its difficult coexistence with Humanity are
the themes addressed in Facing Nature.
Floating Worlds, on the other hand, is an in-depth study of the
highly scenographic work of internationally renowned Syrian artist
Kevork Mourad. The Gallery has chosen the occasion of
ArtVerona to present his works in fabric and paper in a sort of
one-person show. The beginning of a new collaboration with this
talented artist began after the recent success of the exhibition I
am acquainted with the night, organized in collaboration with the
Gallery Tanit of Beirut.

Kevork Mourad - Windows on Tomorrow III, 2021
acrylic on cropped cotton (3 layers), with Plexiglas frame
31x30,8x8,5 cm

LOCATION
VERONAFIERE | PAV. 12 BOOTH G4
ENTRANCE RE TEODORICO,
VIALE DELL’INDUSTRIA

OPENING HOURS
FRIDAY 15 OCTOBER FROM 2PM TO 7PM
SATURDAY 16 OCTOBER FROM 11AM TO 7PM
SUNDAY 17 OCTOBER FROM 11AM TO 7PM

GREEN PASS mandatory

Both these projects represent a synthesis of the activity carried out by
the gallery in the last few years. A period of time marked by major
challenges for the art world, not least of all the global pandemic,
during which the gallery's projects never stopped, but took on
different forms and dealt with many current issues.
A collateral proposal instead will be Una Porta sul Fiume, a Studio
La Città event, in collaboration with the Musei Civici di Verona
- Museo di Castelvecchio, the Galleria Giorgio Persano in Turin
and the Verona Canoa Club, will open on October 14 at 5.30 pm
at the old Dogana di Fiume. In this suggestive open-air location
along the Adige river, the site-specific sculptures of Costas Varotsos
and Herbert Hamak will be present until October 23.
This appointment is part of the well established synergy that ties the
gallery, the museum sites of the City of Verona and the Fair, which has
seen Studio La Città actively involved in the past editions with
collateral events such as La Finta Semplice at Museo degli Affreschi of
of Verona (2016), Il Tesoro Misterioso at the Museo Lapidario
Maffeiano (2015) and Ad Naturam at the Museo Civico di Storia
Naturale (2014), just to name a few.

VINCENZO CASTELLA
born in Naples in 1952,
lives and works in Milan
LYNN DAVIS
born in Minneapolis in 1944,
lives and works in New York
MIKALA DWYER
born in Sydney in 1959 where
she lives and works
DANIELA MONACI
lives and works in Rome
FRANCO PASSALACQUA
born in 1959 in Terni, lives
and works in Perugia
LUCAS REINER

Facing Nature
Vincenzo Castella, Lynn Davis, Mikala Dwyer, Daniela Monaci, Franco
Passalacqua, Giorgio Vigna, Giorgia Severi, André Woodward.
Inside pavilion 12, the booth will alternate works by artists using
different media such as photography, sculpture and drawing,
including Vincenzo Castella, Lynn Davis, Mikala Dwyer, Daniela
Monaci, Franco Passalacqua, Lucas Reiner, Giorgio Vigna,
Giorgia Severi and Andre Woodward. The exhibited works
investigate the natural world in all its different aspects, from the
simple observation of what surrounds us, to the sacredness of nature,
synonymous with beauty and purity, to the devastating reality of
environmental issues. All this is placed within the current context,
where nature is the object of discussion, study and news.

born in 1960 in Los
Angeles, lives and works
between Los Angeles and
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GIORGIA SEVERI
born in 1984 in Ravenna,
lives and works in Cernia
ANDRE WOODWARD

KEVORK MOURAD
Floating Worlds
The Syrian artist, who has a studio in New York for some years now,
will be present during the art fair to exhibit his three-dimensional
works on paper and fabric. He makes these using a unique method
which is developed through the use of Monotypes and calligraphic
gestures. The countries of his origin all tell stories of destroying
territories and his works are often built as theatrical backdrops, to not
ever forget the devastation of a war that never ended. The artist
works through drawing and quick sketches, squirting paint squeezed
from a small bottle into expressive lines, using a finger or a brush to
make a sort of symbolic reportage.

born in Newport Beach,
California, lives and works in
Los Angeles

IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE CURRENT
REGULATIONS, ACCESS TO ALL EVENTS
WILL BE
ALLOWED ONLY TO PEOPLE WITH THE
GREEN PASS, WHICH WILL BE REQUESTED
AND CHECKED AT THE ENTRANCE,
TOGETHER WITH A VALID IDENTITY
DOCUMENT

The rapid and definitive marking, move across the boundaries of
figuration and abstraction, creating an exquisite tension between
the beauty of the process itself and the inexorable destruction
and fragmentation they represent. Mourad is a very versatile
artist who often accompanies his installations with video, music,
performance.

Una Porta sul Fiume
Herbert Hamak, Costas Varotsos
Studio la Città, in collaboration with the Musei Civici di
Verona - Museo di Castelvecchio, the Galleria Giorgio
Persano in Turin and the Canoa Club Verona.
Studio la Città has elaborated a collaborative project with the
Canoa Club, the “custodian” of the old Dogana di Fiume. Built in
1792, it is one of the most suggestive places of Verona and at
sunset, the enchanting play of reflections on the water can be
seen also from Lungadige Pasetto and Ponte Navi. For the
enhancement of this venue, Studio la Città has organised a
series of events, structured in several episodes, entitled
Una Porta sul Fiume. The project will be presented on Thursday
October 14 at 5.30 p.m. on the occasion of the program of
events related to ArtVerona 16 and Vinitaly Special Edition.
This year, the two fairs will share the same day for the first time:
Sunday October 17.

KEVORK MOURAD
Born in Qamishli, Syria. Works in
New York.
The artist, with his technique of
spontaneous painting, has shared
the stage with many well known
musicians, such as Kinan Azmeh,
Brooklyn Rider, Ken Ueno, Liubo
Biorissov and Issam Rafae.
Mourad is a member, as a visual
artist, of the Silk Road Ensemble
of Yo-Yo Ma. He has performed
and exhibited at the Brooklyn
Museum of Art, The Bronx
Museum
of
Art,
Harvard
University, the Nara Museum in
Japan, Lincoln Center Atrium, the
Art Institute of Chicago, the
American Museum of Natural
History,
the
Metropolitan
Museum of art, the Agha Khan
Museum of Toronto, the MuCEM
of Marseilles, the Walt Disney Hall
in Los Angeles, the Institute of
Arab World and the Asian Society
and Museum of New York.

UNA PORTA SUL FIUME
HERBERT HAMAK,

Taking up the proposal o synergy suggested by the Fair, Studio la
Città has involved the world of wine in a project realized with
ISWA -Italian Signature Wines Academy, an institution that
brings together nine of the most impost Italian wine companies.
For this occasion, the companies of the group, renew the
interest of mutual exchange by creating with Studio la Città two
events creating specifically in the spaces of the Dogana di Fiume.
the cellars of the group will be present at Vinitaly Special Edition Hall 6, stand C4. For the occasion, a series of outdoor sculptures
made by the artists Herbert Hamak and Costas Varotsos, will
be installed on the shores of the Adige river, that will dialogue
with the water and its reflections of light.

COSTAS VAROTSOS

LOCATION
DOGANA DI FIUME
CORTE DOGANA, 6 - VERONA

OPENING
14 OCTOBER, 5.30PM TO 7.30PM (RSVP ONLY)
ISWA EVENT: 17 OCTOBER, 6.30PM TO 9.30PM

OPENING HOURS
15 OCTOBER AND 16 OCTOBER, 5PM TO 7PM
18 OCTOBER TO 23 OCTOBER, 4PM TO 6PM
FREE ACCESS. MANDATORY GREEN PASS.

For furhter information and images, contact:
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